
FACIAL TREATMENTS

RELAXATION FACIAL (1hr) $89
For those who just want to chill out & de stress. This facial 
includes a beautiful décolletage & face massage. We use our 
amazing Payot products to give your skin the pickup it needs.

PAYOT DISCOVERY FACIAL (30 min) $69
A great facial to introduce your skin to the benefits of our 
Payot products. We will customize your treatment to target 
your skin concerns.

TEEN SKIN RECOVERY FACIAL (30 min) $59
Teen skin can be anything from acne to simple breakouts  
or dryness. This treatment we diagnose the skin & use  
products to address the conditions associated with the 
adolescent skin. Includes blackhead extraction if needed.

HYDRATION ESSENTIELLE FACIAL (75 min) $135
A decadent pure collagen sheet is applied to the face &  
neck. This treatment plumps & moisturises the skin using 
hyaluronic acid & collagen leaving the skin radiant & hydrated.

ENERGISING SKIN TREATMENT (75 min) $135
A new beauty experience to revive your complexion,  
leaving your skin instantly bright & illuminated.  
Goji & acai berries stimulate the skin to restore radiance.
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DETOX ABSOLUE FACIAL (1hr) $129
This unique magnetic technology detoxifies & oxygenates  
the skin while strengthening it against external aggressions. 
The mask is removed with a magnet, removing the impurities 
& leaving behind a gorgeous serum infused with cress & kiwi.

NUTRITION ESSENTIELLE (75 min) $135
A corrective solution that combats the driest skins. You will 
leave feeling nourished & velvet soft. Active ingredients of 
cranberry & avocado whipped into this mask melt into the skin.

LIFT ABSOLUE (75 min) $149
This mask instantly corrects loss of firmness & elasticity. 
Covering the face & neck, this pre-salurated mask powerfully 
actives & visibly firms, giving an immediate tightening effect.

PURETE ESSENTIELLE (90 min) $139
For true oily skin with imperfections. This mask re-balances 
skin by gently exfoliating the face with a self heating scrub. 
Finished with a peel off mask that unclogs the pores & 
eliminates impurities.

SUPREME EXPERIENCE (90 min) $149
A complete anti-aging treatment that fights the aging 
process. If you’re concerned about dark spots, slackening  
skin, lacklustre & wrinkles this treatment will instantly reduce 
all signs of aging. Infused with brown seaweed extract, 
hyaluronic acid & samphire. 
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* Prices are subject to change without notice
* For our complete list of services please go 

to arteke.com.au
* Complimentary consultations available
* A $50 security deposit is taken for new 

clients whose services total more than $50 
(applied & deducted from service schedule). 

* A 50% deposit is required for bigger services

* 24hrs notice of cancellation of appointment 
is required in order to retain deposit

* Well behaved children & dogs are allowed 
however will need to remain in the reception area

* Please keep your mobile phone on silent in 
order to maintain a peaceful environment for 
your fellow salon guests

* We are an equality salon. Disrespectful 
behaviour will not be tolerated


